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Abstract
Electrostatic forces play many important roles in molecular biology, but are
hard to model due to the complicated interactions between biomolecules and the
surrounding solvent, a fluid composed of water and dissolved ions. Continuum
model have been surprisingly successful for simple biological questions, but fail
for important problems such as understanding the effects of protein mutations.
In this paper we highlight the advantages of boundary-integral methods for these
problems, and our use of boundary integrals to design and test more accurate
theories. Examples include a multiscale model based on nonlocal continuum
theory, and a nonlinear boundary condition that captures atomic-scale effects at
biomolecular surfaces.
Keywords: electrostatics, proteins, solvation, multiscale, nonlocal, nonlinear,
electrolyte, boundary-integral equations, boundary-element methods.

1 Introduction
The behavior of biomolecules such as proteins and DNA depends strongly on
their electrostatic interactions with the surrounding fluid, a solvent made of water
and dissolved ions [1]. Rigorous statistical mechanical theory allows one to use
continuum mathematics instead of much slower and more complicated atomistic
simulations with explicit solvent molecules [2]; most continuum theories rely
essentially on partial-differential equations (PDEs) based on the Poisson equation
and macroscopic dielectric theory [1, 2]. For numerous modeling problems, e.g.
modeling the solute biomolecule using quantum mechanics, boundary-integral
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equation (BIE) methods enjoy the usual advantages over PDE solvers [3]. In this
paper, we highlight emerging areas in biomolecular modeling that are enabled by
BIEs and fast boundary-element method (BEM) simulation.
The next section introduces common BIE approaches for solving continuum
electrostatics. The following sections then describe our work improving
model realism while preserving BEM speed advantages. In particular, we
have implemented multiscale models using nonlocal dielectrics (Section 3),
and a nonlinear boundary condition model for atomic-scale phenomena at
the biomolecule–solvent boundary (Section 4). To encourage discussion and
participation by the broader community, each section highlights open questions.
Section 5 concludes the paper with a discussion. Space constraints limit our
bibliography here, and we welcome interested readers to contact us or consult the
more extensive references in our recent reviews [1, 4, 5].

2 Background
The basic continuum model for understanding protein-solvent electrostatics treats
the protein and solvent as distinct media with an interface separating the two
regions. The exterior solvent region (region I) is modeled as a continuum dielectric
(permittivity w ≈ 80) where the potential obeys either the Laplace equation
∇2 ϕI (r) = 0 (modeling pure water) or the linearized Poisson–Boltzmann
equation ∇2 ϕI (r) = κ2 ϕI (r), modeling dilute ionic solution (κ is the inverse
Debye screening length [6]). The protein (region II) is treated as a low-dielectric
continuum (relative permittivity p ≈ 2 − 4) containing an embedded charge
distribution ρ(r), where the potential obeys the Poisson equation ∇2 ϕII (r) =
−ρ(r)/0 . The potential is assumed to decay sufficiently fast as |r| → ∞, and at
the interface Γ, the permittivity is discontinuous, and the potential and normal
ϕI
displacement field are continuous (i.e., ϕI (rΓ ) = ϕII (rΓ ) and w ∂n
(rΓ ) =
ϕII
p ∂n (rΓ )). Various BIE formulations can be written (for history and analysis,
see [7, 1]). When the Laplace equation governs in the solvent, one may use the
second-kind BIE





Nq
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∂G
0
I + ˆ − I + K
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qi
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where G is the Laplace Green’s function, ˆ = (2 − 1 )/2 and K 0 is the normal
electric field operator [7]. Eq. 1 is well known under any of several names,
e.g. polarizable continuum model (PCM) [3] and apparent-surface charge (ASC)
method [8]. The surface charge σ(r) induces a Coulomb potential called the
reaction potential ϕREAC (r), because it arises from solvent Rpolarization, and the
quantity of interest, the solute-solvent interaction energy is 12 ρ(r)ϕREAC (r)dr.
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3 A multiscale model incorporating nonlocal dielectric behavior
Standard continuum models treat water as a macroscopic dielectric material;
however, water molecules are not point particles or point dipoles. Macroscopic
models miss important correlations induced by finite-size effects such as solvent
molecules’ finite size [2], and hydrogen bonding and solvent structure, e.g.
bridging solvent molecules. Fully atomistic molecular-dynamics (MD) simulations
correctly reproduce the main details of the length-scale dependence of water’s
dielectric response [9] (Fig. 1), including charge oscillations, and we are seeking
to implement these details using a computationally tractable BEM.
Dielectric functions ε(r − r’) in different models
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Figure 1: Multiscale continuum theory with nonlocal dielectric response.
Macroscopic dielectric models derive from Gauss’s law relating the electric
flux D(r) to a fixed charge distribution ρ(r), ∇ · D(r) = ρ(r)/0 . The Poisson
equation follows by specifying the medium’s relationship between the potential
and the flux, traditionally D(r) = 0 (r)E(r). Similar to gradient-elasticity
theories [4], our multiscale theories improve on macrosopic
models by creating
R
a nonlocal relationship between the two: D(r) = 0 (r − r0 )E(r0 )dr0 . The
simplest version, the Lorentz nonlocal dielectric model [10], models dielectric
correlations that decay with a characteristic length λW from the short-range optical
permittivity ∞ ,
−

|r−r0 |

w − ∞ e λW
(r − r0 ) = ∞ δ(r − r0 ) +
.
λ2W 4π|r − r0 |
Because nonlocal models lead to integrodifferential equations of the form
Z
∇ · (r − r0 )∇ϕ(r0 )dr0 = −ρ(r),
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which much harder to solve than standard Poisson PDE, the simple Lorentz
nonlocal model is the only one applied to date in studies of polyatomic
biomolecules [11].
Hildebrandt et al. [10] made a key observation in noticing that the second
term of Eq. (2), exp(|r − r0 |/λ)/|r − r0 |, is the free-space Yukawa Green’s
function [10]. Thus, the second component of D(r) solves a Yukawa equation, and
applying the Helmholtz decomposition allows the nonlocal theory to be written as
a coupled PDE system, after introducing an auxiliary potential ψI ,
∇2 ϕIO (r) = −ρ(r),

r ∈ region II

(4)

2

∇ ψI (r) = 0,
r ∈ region I, II


1
1
∇2 − 2 ϕI (r) = − 2 ψI (r),
r ∈ region I
Λ
λ
p
where Λ = λW ∞ /w . The exact displacement boundary condition also
becomes nonlocal, but model studies show that this nonlocality can be safely
omitted in many calculations as its impact is small [12], allowing use of the
approximate, purely local boundary conditions [10]
ϕII (r) |Γ = ϕI (r) |Γ ,

(5)

∂
∂
ϕII (r) |Γ =
ψI (r) |Γ ,
(6)
∂n
∂n
∂
∂
ψII (r) |Γ = 0 ∞ ϕI (r) |Γ .
(7)
∂n
∂n


A change of variables Ψ = 1∞ 10 ψII − p ϕmol improves scaling, and repeated
applications of Green’s theorem lead to the BIE system
 1
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where V L,Y and K L,Y are the single and double layer operators for the Laplace
and Yukawa kernels, VΛDR = VΛY − V L and KΛDR = KΛY − K L , and




1
p DR
p L p DR ∂ϕmol
L
ξ=−
− KΛ + KΛ
ϕmol −
V − VΛ
.
(9)
2
w
∞ Λ
w
∂n
For theory to match measurements of protein pH-dependence [13], standard
models need to set p > 10, well beyond experiments indicating that p < 6,
e.g. [14]. We have proposed that nonlocal solvent response decreases dielectric
contrast similarly to increasing p , allowing use of experimentally reasonable
p [11]. For example, for a spherical boundary, all of the boundary-integral
operators are diagonalized by the surface spherical harmonics [15, 16]; in [16]
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we used these expansions to study nonlocal response for realistic protein charge
distributions rapidly and with high accuracy.
Fig. 2 (from [16]) illustrates key differences between macroscopic localresponse theory and nonlocal theory for a spherical protein (radius 24 Å) with
a charge 2 Å from the solvent interface. All potentials are plotted on the same
scale and w = 80 for all models. The panels show (a) local model, p = 2; (b)
local model, p = 4; (c) nonlocal model, p = 2 and λ = 1 Å; (d) nonlocal model,
p = 2 and λ = 10 Å. In addition to analytical methods, we have implemented a
fast BEM solver for these equations [17].
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Figure 2: Comparison of local and nonlocal excitations on the sphere.

Our calculations of amino acid titrations shows that nonlocality reduces
dielectric contrast, which may be of functional importance [11]. However, the
Lorentz model fails to reproduce obvious features of solvent behavior [18], such as
the presence of charge-density oscillations (Fig. 1). To test such a model, we have
derived a similar coupled-PDE decomposition for solving the charge-oscillation
nonlocal model of Fig. 1 [4]. Current work focuses on deriving a BIE formulation
to solve it efficiently. Many important open questions remain in nonlocal theory,
including uniqueness and provable bounds on the errors of approximating the
boundary condition [4].
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4 A nonlinear boundary condition for atomistic effects at
biomolecule surfaces
As noted previously, water’s finite size leads to correlations, and these become
more pronounced at surfaces. As shown in Fig. 3, the smaller hydrogens can
approach solute charges more closely than the larger oxygen (from [19]); as a
result, negative charges interact more strongly with solvent (Fig. 4). Furthermore,
correlations between waters at the surface produce a dipole charge layer, creating a
large, nearly constant potential φstatic in the interior even when the solute is devoid
of charges. As a result, a charge’s energy is better modeled as 21 L+ q 2 +φstatic q for
q > 0, and as 12 L− q 2 + φstatic q for q < 0, where L− < L+ (both are negative).
However, standard Poisson models give energies that are symmetric with respect
to the charge’s sign, and can only account for charge-hydration asymmetry by
detailed parameterization, i.e. changing dozens of atomic radii until calculations
fit a set of reference energies. The resulting radii often run counter to physical
intuition. For example, in one parameter set [20], the radii of carbon atoms range
from 2.04 Å to 2.86 Å, depending on its chemical bonds. However, changing radii
does not directly address physics.

(A)

(B)
+

-

R+

R-

Figure 3: Charge-hydration asymmetry results from distinct mechanisms.
(A) Negative surface charges interact more strongly because smaller
water hydrogens can approach more closely. (B) Water-water correlations around the uncharged molecule create a nearly uniform dipole
charge layer.

In contrast, we recently modeled asymmetry by adding a nonlinear correction to
the standard Maxwell boundary condition (SMBC) [21]. Our modified boundary
condition directly changes response depending on the local electric field at
the surface, mirroring the actual physics. Consider that the standard Maxwell
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∂ϕII
I
boundary condition w ∂ϕ
∂n = p ∂n leads to a surface charge satisfying

σ(rΓ )
∂ϕ1
∂ϕ2
=
(rΓ ) −
(rΓ ),
1
∂n
∂n

(10)

which explicitly reveals the sign-symmetry of the induced charge. On the other
hand, a surface charge matching MD results indicates nonlinear response at the
boundary, namely that a negative charge provides slightly greater surface charge
(Fig. 5(A)). We model this sign dependence with the phenomenological nonlinear
boundary condition (NLBC)
(1 + f (en ))

∂ϕ2
∂ϕ1
σ(rΓ )
(rΓ ) −
(rΓ ),
=
1
∂n
∂n

(11)

where En is the normal electric field just inside the boundary Γ and f is a smoothed
step function,
1
f (En ) =
− h(En ),
(12)
2 − 1
h(En ) = α tanh(βEn − γ) + µ.
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Figure 4: Atomistic simulations demonstrate that distinct mechanisms of
asymmetry affect buried and surface charges to different degrees
(adapted from [19]). (A) An approximately spherical solute of radius 5
Å. Molecular dynamics simulations were performed for a single charge
at the center or closer to the surface. (B) Results from MD simulations
(symbols) and a piecewise-linear model (curves). At q = 0, the slopes
for all of the curves are equal to the static (surface) potential.
Eliminating σ gives
∂ϕ2
f ∂ϕ1
(rΓ ) =
(rΓ ).
1 + f ∂n
∂n

(14)

The parameters have physical meaning: α models the magnitude of asymmetry,
1/β models the electric field strength for saturation of the NLBC, and γ models
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water’s intrinsic preference for one orientation over another. These parameters
were successfully fit to reproduce dozens of MD free-energy calculations of
Mobley et al. [22] on net-neutral fictitious “bracelet” and “rod” molecules [21]
(one test set is shown in Figure 5(B)). For a pure water solvent, the NLBC Eq. (14)
leads to a modified form of the PCM/ASC Eq. (1),
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− Kσ is the interior field at the boundary.
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Figure 5: Comparison with atomistic molecular-dynamics (MD) simulations
validates our NLBC formulation for single atoms and challenging model
problems. (A), The Standard Maxwell Boundary Condition (SMBC)
fails to reproduce the surface charge obtained from MD, whereas our
nonlinear boundary condition (NLBC) produces the correct qualitative
picture. (B) Our NLBC gives semi-quantitative agreement with the MD
simulations of Mobley et al. for asymmetry in model problems; the
SMBC gives 0 exactly. (C) The NLBC is quantitatively accurate for
atomic ions without fitting their atomic radii (modified from [21, 25]).
Numerous previous nonlinear Poisson models fail to address charge-hydration
asymmetry because they focus on saturation at high field strengths/charge
densities, e.g. the nonlinear Poisson–Boltzmann equation [6] and dielectric
saturation [23, 24]. However, charge-hydration asymmetry contributes significant
energetics even for low charge densities and neutral molecules [19, 21]. Moreover,
most nonlinear models are still charge-sign symmetric (though not all [24]).
Our asymmetric Poisson model reproduces explicit-solvent calculations for
Born ions, regardless of their natural charge (Figure 5(C)) [21]. We emphasize
that unlike most models, we have not fit the ion radii. Our radii are simply
the MD radii, scaled by the scale factor 0.9 (the same scale factor obtained by
parameterization against the Mobley simulations [22]). Our NLBC also correctly
predicts charging free energies for the model problem in Figure 6(A), a charge
embedded in a 5-Å-radius sphere. This result is particularly important because our
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model correctly predicts the crossover between the interface-potential asymmetry
(for buried charges) and the NLBC asymmetry (for surface charges).
Calculations of the protonated and deprotonated forms of the titratable amino
acids illustrate that the NLBC model works well for atomistic models of
more complicated molecules containing polar and charged chemical groups [21]
(Fig. 6(B)). The results in the Figure indicate that our model can reproduce more
expensive MD simulations better than a competing symmetric-response theory
with dozens more fitting parameters. Moreover, because the NLBC parameters
have a physical basis, it may soon be possible to calculate them independently
from first principles.
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Figure 6: Comparison with explicit MD simulations validates the accuracy of
our NLBC model for both asymmetry mechanisms and for complex
biomolecules. (A) NLBC results accurately reproduce asymmetry
for both buried and surface charges, see Fig. 4(B). (B) Energies
for protonated and deprotonated forms of titratable amino (modified
from [21, 25]): ARG=arginine, ASP=aspartic acid, CYS=cysteine,
GLU=glutamic acid, HIS=histidine, LYS=lysine, TYR=tyrosine.

5 Conclusion
Electrostatic interactions between molecules and surrounding fluid represent a
challenging problem in biology and chemistry [6]. As a consequence of the success
of continuum models for these interactions, some of the most cited BEM papers
address the polarizable continuum model (PCM) for the problem [3]. Emerging
areas for biomolecular modeling are challenging popular PDE solvers and heuristic
electrostatic models, demonstrating the need for more realistic theories and fast,
accurate simulations and opening the door for advanced BIE approaches. For
reasons of space, we have not been able to discuss many other advances, such
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as interactions between thousands of proteins [26] or a scalable approximation
theory based on low-rank approximation of the integral operators [27–29]. In this
paper, we have focused a few examples of the modeling opportunities and impact
that BIE theory can have in this area of computational science, and we hope that
the BEM community will contribute its expertise to the many open questions that
remain.
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